
PHP ASSIGNMENT NR. 2  

DWP 

Choose your theme for your restaurant webpage, and build the basic structure (HTML). 

If you haven’t chosen your theme for your restaurant webpage, it is about time. Till next time the basic structure must 

be build (front page, menu, subpages). 

Start building your sub-pages, (contact form for example). 

ASSIGNMENTS 

ARRAYS 

1. Create a numeric Array containing the name of five different sorts of candy. Then extract array id nr. 2 and nr. 

4. 

 

2. Create a multidimensional Array named $fruitandvegi, containing the names of 3 types of fruit, and 

vegetable, in their own category. Then extract at least 1 item pr. Fruit and vegetable category. 

WHILE AND FOR LOOPS 

1. Create a while loop, which counts, and outputs:” this is number 1”, “this is number 2”, and so on, until the 

number is 25. 

 

2. Create a for loop, which counts, and outputs: “the number X is less than 25.” X being from 1 to 25. 

 

3. Create an array containing the values: “Hello”, “World”, “im” and “here”, and outputs: the values with a 

foreach loop. 

FUNCTIONS 

1. Create a function that will output the text “I am alive <br />”, when called, then create a while loop, which 

calls the function 10 times in a row. 

 

2. Create a function with 3 parameters, one for first name, last name, and age. Get the function to output your 

full name and age. 

FORMS AND $_POST & $_GET VARIABLES 

1. Create a document “form1.php”, with a form, where the action is “form2.php”, and the method is post or 

get, where you can input your first name, last name, and age. 

Then create a document “form2.php”, where the 3 variables are used to output: “Hi “first name”. <br /> Your 

last name is “last name”, and you are “age” years old”. 

 

2. Create a script, that sends an email to yourself, with the text “Hi this is a test email from a php script” and the 

subject “Test email”. 


